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# Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 overview

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0, a Linux Foundation project, introduces an enhanced blockchain architecture with 
enterprise-level network security, scalability, confidentiality and performance. The foundation for this latest version of 
the fabric is the division of roles by transaction endorsing, ordering and committing nodes. This separation of 
chaincode execution from transaction ordering reduces the level of trust and verification required between nodes, and 
increases network scalability and performance.

Private channels add the capability for concurrent transaction processing, in addition to the confidentiality that is 
required for competitors to transact on the same network. The modular, agnostic approach allows network 
administrators to choose between specific components, including implementations for consensus protocols and 
member identity services. The SDK provides a robust and secure environment for developers to write and deploy 
chaincode applications to the network. The flexible design enables network administrators to dynamically add, remove 
and reassign nodes and members, while boosting scalability and performance.

As a permissioned network, the fabric provides a trusted blockchain environment where members are assured that all  
activity is ultimately detectable and traceable by authorized auditors and regulators. In total, Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 
delivers a uniquely robust and flexible, yet agnostic, approach to blockchain networks, distinguishing it from 
alternative blockchain solutions.

**Attention**: As an open source technology under active development, Hyperledger Fabric is subject to change. To 
stay current as the project progresses, use the **Community** links at https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric.

(Ed. note: Ed. notes are items to be resolved in the next version of this document.)
(Ed. note: v1.0 emphasizes "security", "scalability" "confidentiality" and "performance" - this doc should highlight one 
or more of those in each section.)
(Ed. note: Doc should also note "data consistency" and "data integrity" where applicable.)
(Ed. note: To-do: update this doc per playbacks at https://youtu.be/hlJmRKo8HXE for next version/draft 2)
(Ed. note: In discussion but not planned to be in v1.0: 1) checkpointing; ...)
(Ed. note: Bolding key terms for eventual linkage to the v1.0 glossary; more to be done to highlight those.)
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## v1.0 architecture

(Ed. note: Channels (messaging peers) vs. chains (channel + ledger + ordering node) are distinct, so identify those 
diffs accurately.)

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 provides significant enhancements to the Hyperledger Fabric v0.5 and v0.6 developer 
preview releases, which were designed for writing and testing chaincode in a restricted test environment. Version 1.0 
is a next-generation fabric, featuring a new scalable infrastructure that increases network security, scalability, 
confidentiality and performance. Version 1.0 provides the following blockchain network capabilities:

**Division of roles**: The Hyperledger Fabric v0.5 and v0.6 developer preview releases assigned all network 
operations to each node. By contrast, each v1.0 node performs the distinct role of transaction endorser, orderer or 
committer, to optimize network security, scalability, confidentiality and performance. Because v1.0 ordering nodes run 
the consensus protocol only, for example, they are freed from the multiple demands of transaction and ledger 
operations.

**Separation of trust**: The division of roles in a v1.0 blockchain network reduces the demands placed by trust 
assumptions across nodes. Because endorsing nodes do not have to trust ordering nodes (and vice versa), for 
example, processes on one can run independently of verification by the other, boosting network security, scalability 
and performance. Channels/chains further separate trust assumptions by limiting transaction processing and ledger 
maintenance to specific subsets of peers.

**Confidentiality**: Channels/chains provide confidentiality in v1.0 by partitioning groups of peers from one another. 
Peers on one channel/chain have no capability to detect or interact with peers on another channel/chain. Though any 
one peer can belong to multiple channels/chains, confidentiality is maintained by partitioned messaging. This design 
enables competing business interests, and any groups that require full confidentiality, to coexist on the same 
blockchain network.

**Concurrency**: In addition to providing confidentiality, channels/chains boost overall network performance by 
enabling concurrent chaincode execution. Each network transaction is submitted, run and committed on a specific 
channel/chain only, leaving peers and ordering nodes on parallel channels/chains free to process transactions. 
Although multiple partitioned chains/channels will therefore lack the full resources of the network, dynamic adding and 
configuring of nodes enables  network administrators to adapt to channel/chain requirements in real time.

**System chaincode**: In v1.0, system chaincode is distinguished, as chaincode that defines operations for the entire 
network (Ed. note: True, or can system chaincode vary by channel?). System chaincode is classified as one of four 
types: lifecycle, configuration, endorsement or validation chaincode. **Chaincode applications**, by contrast, are 
invoked only when called by transaction proposals. The network endorsement policy and validation policy, for 
example, are defined in system chaincode to enforce the network rules for endorsing and validating transactions. 
Lifecycle chaincode and configuration chaincode define the specific flow of transaction proposals for specific 
channels/chains. (Ed. note: Do lifecycle and configuration chaincode also have "policies")

**Consensus protocols**: (Ed. note: SOLO, Kafka, SBFT - TBA. Prior PBFT is out.)

**Ledger/block state queries**: (Ed. note: TBA)

**Modularity of components**: Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 continues to emphasize an agnostic approach to blockchain 
networks. The fabric provides a base blockchain architecture with fundamental capabilities that are common to all 
enterprise  networks. Whenever consumer choice is consistent with the design, the fabric supports modular, 
pluggable components, such as membership services methods, consensus protocols, and policies for governing 
chaincode lifecycle, configuration, endorsement and validation. This open, flexible approach provides a consistent, 
universal blockchain architecture that any industry, public domain or market segment can adopt to ensure that its 
networks will be interoperable across geographical, industrial and regulatory boundaries. By contrast, alternatives to 
Hyperledger Fabric are largely partisan, constrained, and focused on a single industry.

## 2. Roles of nodes and peers

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 assigns one of three distinct roles to each node: peer, endorsing peer or ordering node. 
Peers are, optionally, assigned to one or more channels/chains. This division of labor enhances network modularity, 
scalability, confidentiality and performance. Each network node is categorized as one of three types:



**Peer**: All network peers, including endorsement peers, simulate transactions and commit validated transactions to 
their shared ledgers. If a peer belongs to one or more channels, then the peer simulates transactions and commits to 
the ledgers for only those channels. All peers also maintain world state, which is ...

**Endorsement peer**: In addition to performing the role of peer, endorsement peers also simulate all proposed 
transactions to check for code determinism and code stability. Deterministic code does not vary in its results, 
regardless of execution time or environment. Stable code runs consistently and is contains no bugs or malicious 
code. Proposed transactions are simulated by each endorsing node running the transaction, and if determinism and 
stability are confirmed, signing (endorsing) the transaction. Endorsements from multiple peers, therefore, provides 
confidence to the network that the transaction, which could be a deployment of system chaincode or a chaincode 
application, is a valid, vetted and "well-intentioned" network operation. **Endorsement policy**: The requirements for 
endorsement of a simulated transaction are defined in the network endorsement policy. (Ed. Note / TBA: Can policies 
vary by channel?) Depending on the class of chaincode that the transaction invokes, the endorsement policy could 
require specific endorsers, or a number or percentage of endorsers, to sign a transaction.

**Ordering node**: Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 separates consensus ordering from transaction processing, by node. 
Ordering nodes run consensus only, and do not process transactions or maintain a ledger. By contrast, peers process 
transactions only, and do not run consensus. Ordering nodes run the consensus protocol for the blockchain network 
and validate the order of simulated transactions. (Ed. note / TBA: how many ordering nodes per channel? Which 
consensus protocols are supported, and does that affect the number of orderers required per number of peers on a 
channel?)

**Membership services (COP) node**: (Ed. note: TBA. A separate distinct node type?)

## 3. Transaction data flow
(Ed. note: Based on 
https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric/blob/master/proposals/r1/Next-Consensus-Architecture-Proposal.md)

As a permissioned network, Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 is membership-based and transaction-based. Authorized 
members of the network exchange digital assets, such as stocks, currencies and intellectual property, and digitized 
assets, such as real estate, whole foods, and automobile parts. Additional network participants, such as chaincode 
developers, auditors and lenders, execute tangential transactions in support of the network. At a systems level, each 
network transaction is either an invocation or a deployment of chaincode. Network users invoke chaincode to 
exchange assets on the network, developers deploy chaincode to define rules for transacting on the network, and 
auditors and lenders query the ledger to make decisions based on member data.

The transaction data flow on Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 is equivalent for both invocations and deployments of chaincode 
(Ed. note: True?). The flow presumes that the network has been configured for membership, transaction ordering, 
system chaincode and endorsement policies:

(Ed. note: Per the protocol message design, the flow of an endorser transaction is different than the flow of a 
configuration transaction, so might need to tweak the following steps accordingly.)

A network end-user (person or application), using a web-based interface, calls the client SDK to submit a 1.
transaction proposal (either an asset transaction or a chaincode deployment), to a specific network 
channel/chain.
The proposed transaction is received by specific transaction endorsers (endorsing peers), which are identified by 2.
the submitting application, in accordance with the network **endorsement policy**. Note that the default 
**isolation guarantee** in Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 is serializability of data; the endorsement policy can be 
changed to use an alternative.
Each endorsing peer simulates the transaction by executing the submitted code and verifying that it is stable and 3.
deterministic. (Ed. note: When is the comparison of execution results across multiple endorsers done? Step 3 or 
4?)
Based on the simulation results, each endorsing peer either signs (endorses) the transaction and returns it to the 4.
client, or returns it unsigned (does not endorse).
Once the client receives endorsements that satisfy the endorsement policy, the client packages multiple 5.
endorsed transactions into a single batch, and signs and submits the batch to the network ordering service.
The network ordering service, which is a collective of ordering nodes, verifies the validity of the batch and runs 6.
the network consensus protocol to order the transactions.
Once the ordering service nodes reach consensus on the order of transactions, the ordering node for the 7.
channel/chain submits the ordered block of transactions to the leading peer for the channel/chain.



The gossip-based data dissemination protocol distributes the ordered block to all peers on the channel/chain.8.
Each peer on the channel/chain validates the block, by verifying the signature of the ordering node, and by 9.
pulling the  block from its channel/chain peers to verify data consistency.
Once the block is validated, per the network **validation policy**, each peer commits the block to its validated 10.
ledger, completing the transaction cycle. Note that the **world state** for each peer, which is the raw, 
uncommitted ledger, also contains a record of the transaction.

## 4. Ledger

The Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 ledger consists of a hashed chain of blocks of validated transactions and a **world 
state** database that demarcates all valid and invalid transactions. The hashed blockchain of *validated* transactions 
is the immutable, final record of all ordered transactions on the network. The world state database is the raw source of 
all transactions *submitted* to the network, and persists for query and auditing purposes only. Because data forks are 
absent from a fabric network, the shared ledger is the single source of all approved asset exchanges on each network 
channel/chain. This guarantee provides confidence in the data required to conduct enterprise transactions. Because 
all peers share the same supply chain history, for example, members have assurance that they are transacting based 
on a mutual agreement regarding the provenance (authenticity) of assets.

Each channel/chain on the network has a unique shared ledger, which is maintained by all peers on the 
channel/chain. Both endorsing and non-endorsing peers on each channel/chain share the ledger, in the sense that 
each peer continually maintains its identical copy. The shared ledger is kept in sync across peers by a gossip-based 
data dissemination protocol, which filters out any inconsistent or Byzantine data. (Ed. note: Is all inconsistent data 
Byzantine by definition.) Any peer that belongs to multiple channels/chains will therefore maintain multiple ledgers, 
which are partitioned from one another by the network configuration policy and the gossip protoco.

The version 1.0 ledger introduces filesystem-based block storage to maximize read-write performance. Pluggable 
data stores and a rich query language provide block indexing (Ed. note: Using RocksDB/CouchDB?) for world state 
transaction queries. Each committing peer writes blocks of transactions to its raw ledger; there is no separate 
validated ledger in v1.0. Blocks on the raw ledger include non-hashed data, which marks transactions as valid or 
invalid. This simplified approach to ledgers maintains identical blocks and hashes on ordering nodes and committing 
peers, which provides data consistency and integrity across the network and facilitates queries for auditors and 
regulators.

## 5. Membership services / COP / CA

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 eliminates the single point of control over network membership (the Certificate Authority in 
earlier versions). In v1.0, each channel/chain on the network manages its own membership, through a Membership 
Services COP. Each COP (Ed. note: Is COP  distinct/separate node? etc.) manages its channel membership by 
executing configuration chaincode to add and remove peers and grant new end users (persons and applications) 
access to a peer. Version 1.0 therefore enables each channel, which represents a private group of asset exchange 
partners, to implement its own membership policy without impacting membership on other channels.

When a new end user (person or application) is authorized by a COP to join the network, the new member is granted 
an **Enrollment Certificate (eCert)**, which provides long-term access to a specific channel/chain. The eCert can 
expire and require renewal after a specified time period (Ed. note: Can other membership eCert requirements be 
specified, such as a number or frequency of valid transactions? And maximum number of invalid transactions?). With 
the eCert, the new member is granted a number of **Transaction Certificates (tCerts)**; one tCert is required for each 
transaction proposed by the member. Each transaction that is committed to the shared ledger is an encrypted hash 
that specifies the eCerts and tCerts for the transacting parties. (Ed. Note: TBA: Does each transaction require only 
one tCert, or rather one tCert per transacting party. Are multiple exchanges supported in one transaction. i.e. multiple 
parties to a transaction, or only two parties per transaction? e.g. A transaction executes, but only after a loan is 
approved first - if these are multiple separate transactions, are they tied together on the ledger. How would shared 
ownership of a single asset by multiple channel/chain members work - e.g. a franchise.)

## 6. Channels and chains

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 introduces network **channels**, which are private lines of communication between specific 
peers. Channels restrict  data dissemination, including channel membership, transaction and state information, to 
peers on the same channel. Although any one peer can belong to multiple channels, the peer cannot discover or 



communicate with peers across channels. This partitioning of data by channel is defined by configuration chaincode 
and implemented by a **gossip-based data dissemination** protocol.

A **Chain** consists of a channel, an ordering node, and the shared ledger for the channel. The dedicated ordering 
node for each channel/chain sends ordered transaction blocks to the leading node for the channel. The leading node 
then distributes the blocks to its peers, which commit the blocks to their shared ledger. Channels and chains provide 
member privacy and data confidentiality for the network by isolating peers on one channel from all other channels on 
the network. Fabric v1.0 does not require channels/chains; a network with no channels/chains is functionally 
equivalent to a network with one channel/chain that all peers on the network belong to.

To create a new channel, the client SDK calls configuration system chaincode with reference to the gossip metadata 
on each member peer. A genesis transaction block identifies the peer members. To add new members to an existing 
chain/channel, the genesis block or a more recent reconfiguration block is shared with new members. Upon joining 
the network, each peer is assigned an identity certificate and a derivative PKI ID by the membership services (COP) 
node. The identity certificate and its derivative ID authenticates each peer to its channel/chain peers and services.

By creating a channel/chain, a restricted group of network members can grant or deny access to its shared data, 
including encrypted transactions and chaincode applications. An access control policy dictates which peers can join 
the channel/chain. Any attempt to provide a peer with access to a channel/chain that violates the access control policy 
is blocked. (Ed. note: Can changes to a peer's configuration get it kicked out of a channel?) Channels and chains, 
therefore, allow competing business entities, and any groups that exchange assets, to transact with privacy and 
confidentiality on the same blockchain network. Channel/chains also provide network concurrency, and its associated 
performance benefits, by enabling chaincode to run asynchronously on multiple channels/chains.

The election of a channel/chain leader determines which peer, or peers, communicate with the ordering service on 
behalf of the channel/chain. If no leader exists, a peer will declare itself the leader; if multiple peers are declaring 
themselves leaders, a tie-breaking algorithm can be used to force a decision. The consensus service orders endorsed 
transactions and transmits them in a batch to the channel leader, which then distributes them across the 
channel/chain. Peers validate these raw batches of transactions by collecting signatures from peers that agree on the 
order (based on the validation policy), and embedding them in the validated ledger. Subsequent transfers of the block 
are therefore verified as trustworthy by the embedded signatures.

## 7. Client SDK/APIs:
(Ed. note: Source: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R5RtIBMW9fZpli37E5Li5_Q9ve3BnQ4q3gWmGZj6Sv4/edit#heading=h.z6ne0
og04bp5)

The Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 client SDK provides a structured environment (packages/jars/libraries) for developers to 
write and test chaincode applications. The SDK API uses protocol buffers (serialized, compiled messages) over 
gRPC for transaction processing, membership services, node traversal and event handling applications to 
communicate with network nodes and services.

In v1.0 of the fabric, the REST API is replaced by gRPC (member services is the one exception, which externalizes a 
REST API). Originally developed by Google and now open source, gRPC is a highly-flexible and scalable remote 
procedure call that provides full-duplex streaming, enhanced performance, and gRPC port redundancy for distributed 
networks.

To run on the network, an application must have a membership identity (Enrollment Certificate/eCert) registered with 
the network. The eCert links the application to all transactions (tCerts) that invoke it. The provided Membership 
Services (COP) API manages this issuance of eCerts and tCerts, by channel/chain. As a pluggable component, 
external Certificate Authority APIs are supported, but must also manage user registration and authentication to the 
network.

The SDK **chain** class, for example, is invoked by applications to create a new channel/chain. Channels/chains, 
which consist of specific peers, shared ledger and state, and an ordering node, use message partitioning to isolate 
peers on the network for privacy and confidentiality.  An application creates a ledger for a new chain by defining a 
genesis block, which contains peer and ordering node URLs and certificates. The application then calls the network 
configuration system chaincode, which invites the specific peers to join the channel/chain.

(Ed. note: Some of this is more about channels/chains that the SDK. Also needs more distinction between chaincode 
proper (Go/Java only) and the applications that invoke chaincode (any language). (Ed. note: are applications and 



chaincode channel-specific.)

The following client SDK characteristics apply to all applications developed for the v1.0 fabric:

The application must identify the endorsing peers for proposed transactions.

The SDK communicates with the fabric in two ways: stateless HTTP connections and persistent HTTP 

connections. (Ed. Note: And the consequences are ...)
The SDK can automatically save state for an application, using the KeyValueStore, which is a record of all 

transactions, both valid and invalid, that have invoked the application.
(Ed. note: Etc.)

## 8. Gossip-based data dissemination
(Ed. note: Source: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/157AvKxVRqgeaCTSpN86ICa5x-XihZ67bOrNMc5xLvEU/edit#heading=h.rrii36v
rca54)

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 introduces a distinct division of roles by ordering nodes, endorsing peers and committing 
peers. This decoupling of network operations, which enhances security, scalability and performance, requires a 
secure, reliable and scalable data-sharing protocol. To meet these requirements, while  guaranteeing data 
consistency and integrity, the v1.0 fabric implements a **gossip-based background data dissemination protocol**. 
This gossip protocol directs each peer on a channel/chain to periodically send its data (blocks of node, channel/chain 
and network information) to randomly-selected peers on the same channel/chain. Because gossip messaging is 
random, continuous and redundant, each peer on a channel/chain is continuously receiving current and consistent 
data from multiple peers. Any data that is transmitted from a Byzantine node, which is neither current nor consistent, 
is identified and filtered out of the network (channel/chain).

The gossip-based data dissemination protocol performs three functions on a v1.0 fabric network:

Manages peer discovery and membership by continually identifying peers that are available on each 1.
channel/chain, and dropping those that are not.
Disseminates ledger data across all peers on each channel/chain.2.
Syncs state across all peers on each channel/chain, which includes filtering out data from Byzantine nodes. Any 3.
peer with data that is out of sync with the rest of the channel/chain identifies the missing or faulty blocks and 
syncs itself by copying the correct data. This method of syncing data also applies to a new peer joining the 
channel/chain.

Gossip-based broadcast operates by a single peer receiving a discrete message, which could be sent from another 
peer, the channel/chain leader, or the ordering service. The receiving peer then forwards the message to 
randomly-selected peers (membership is maintained on each peer) on the channel/chain. The cycle continues, with 
the ultimate result of membership, ledger and state on all peers on the channel/chain being continually kept current 
and in sync.

Each gossip message contains the PKI ID and signature of the sender. An "alive" message sends the peer's 
certificate to the channel, allowing peers to verify the PKI ID from subsequent messages from that peer. Online peers 
continually broadcast their "alive" messages to indicate their availability, which provides Byzantine fault tolerance by 
the removal of "dead" peers, which are not continually broadcasting. Because "alive" messages are cryptographically 
signed, any Byzantine node (malicious or otherwise) is blocked from infiltrating or interfering with channel/chain 
membership.

In addition to automatic forwarding of received messages, a state reconciliation process synchronizes world state 
across peers on each channel/chain. Each peer continually pulls state information from other peers on the 
channel/chain, with each peer reconciling its own state if discrepancies are identified. Because fixed connectivity is 
not required to maintain gossip-based messaging, the process reliably provides data consistency and integrity, 
including tolerance for node crashes and Byzantine faults.

Because channels/chains are partitioned, peers on one channel/chain cannot communicate or share information with 
any other channel/chain. By definition, gossip-based data is never disseminated off-channel, and is perpetually 
disseminated on-channel. Though any one peer can belong to multiple channels/chains, this isolation of messaging 
by channel/chain prevents any cross-channel communication.

Notes:



Point-to-point messages are handled by the peer TLS layer, and do not require signatures. Ledger blocks are 1.
signed by the ordering service, and are neither point-to-point nor signed.
Authentication is presumed to be governed by TLS via TLS connection and valid TLS certificates. When peers 2.
connect for the first time, the TLS session binds with fabric membership identity. This essentially authenticates 
each peer to the connecting peer, with respect to membership in the network and channel/chain.
Ordering service batches contain the latest configuration block sequence number for the channel. Peers check 3.
whether a block received by another peer is guaranteed to be sent from a current member of the channel, by 
comparing its configuration block sequence number to the sender's number. If they do not match, then the peer 
does not forward the block, pending further verification of the sender's channel membership.

## 9. Protocol buffer messaging
(Ed. note: Based on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qD2zOTxmPoss3Xop_pDdkSXHozIR4N27NEsymosW4Gk/edit#heading=h.cna
3ffdzpplj)

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 implements **protocol buffer messaging**, which transmits chunks of structured data in a 
serialized format. (Serialization is the default isolation guarantee for v1.0 of the fabric; as a pluggable component, 
alternative methods of isolation guarantee are also supported.) Each protocol buffer message describes a transaction 
between authenticated network participants, which is encrypted and sent by a peer across a specific channel (chain). 
The required structure of each protocol buffer message is an **envelope**, which requires a payload and the 
signature of an authorized network peer or service. Protocol buffer messages can only be decrypted by authorized 
network peers and services on the same channel (chain) as the sender.

The structure of the protocol buffer message **payload** consists of a header and a data field:

**Header**: The payload header specifies the message creator, a nonce and the epoch. A nonce is a 1.
randomly-generated number that can only used once, which protects against replay attacks. The epoch is the 
range of time during which the message is deemed valid. A peer only accepts the message if: 1) the epoch in the 
envelope header is the current epoch; and 2) the payload has only been viewed once during the epoch, which 
confirms that the message has not been replayed.
**Data field**: The payload data field specifies the content of the message. This includes variables and values 2.
that describe the transaction, such as the previous block hash chain sequence number, and the current block 
hash chain sequence number.

Subsequent to ordering by the consensus service, batches of transactions are sent to peers for validating and 
committing to the ledger. Each transaction takes the form of an envelope message, which is identified as either a 
configuration transaction or an endorser transaction.

Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 network configuration is defined at inception by a genesis block, and can be subsequently 
modified by a reconfiguration block. A configuration block contains a single **configuration transaction** only, which is 
packaged as an envelope message. The flow of a configuration transaction is identical to that of an **endorsement 
transaction** (Ed. note: True? Need to check.), which proceeds as follows:

A network member (person or application) invokes the client SDK to send a transaction **proposal** message to 1.
the transaction **endorsers**, which are specified by the application. A proposal contains a header with metadata 
and an opaque (Ed. note: Define opaque) payload. Proposal messages are submitted transactions that invoke 
chaincode and, if endorsed and validated, are ultimately committed to the ledger. A typical endorsement 
transaction is an exchange of assets between authorized network participants on a specific channel (chain). The 
**SignedProposal** message envelope structure is required.
Endorsers verify the signature on the proposal, to ensure that it originated from an authorized network member. 2.
Each endorser then: a) checks the validity of the certificate that produced the signature; b) verifies that the 
certificate is trusted (signed by a trusted CA) and permitted to transact (ACL check); c) verifies the validity of the 
signature; and 4) checks for replay attacks, by verifying that the envelope has only been opened one time.
Endorsers send a **ProposalResponse** message back to the client, which includes the success or failure of 3.
endorsement, the response payload, and a signature.
Assuming that enough endorsements are received to meet the **endorsement policy**, the submitting client 4.
appends the endorsements to a transaction and submits the envelope to the transaction ordering service.

Protocol buffers manage messaging between the client and the blockchain network only (Ed. note: Verify.) Messages 
between peers on the network are transmitted using a gossip-based data dissemination protocol.



## 10. BCCSP Blockchain Cryptographic Service Provider
(Ed. note: Based on https://jira.hyperledger.org/browse/FAB-354)

In Hyperledger v1.0, the Blockchain Cryptographic Service Provider (BCCSP) (Ed. note: Blockchain CSP? Not 
Hyperledger Fabric CSP?) provides capability for implementing multiple and variable cryptographic APIs, which are 
pluggable for each network component. Cryptographic APIs, and their associated libraries, define the standards and 
algorithms for data encryption, and act as a bridge between chaincode applications and the BCCSP. The consensus 
ordering service, for example, could require a strong authentication cryptographic API, while the gossip messaging 
service can necessitate a high-performance API. Hardware service modules (HSMs), which are the physical devices 
that manage keys, authentication and cryptography, are also variable and pluggable by network component.

The BCCSP has been designed to provide the following features:

Pluggable: specific cryptographic interfaces can be selected and plugged in for each network component, with no 

impact on other components or on the underlying fabric.
Agnostic: all (Ed. note: All?) cryptographic APIs and HSMs are supported.

Consistent: each network component implements a single cryptographic API, so all chaincode applications for a 

specific service use the same cryptography.
Efficient: application developers simply code within the parameters of the component API, and do not design 

specific security features.
Flexible: varying international and industry standards can be complied with simply by plugging in the required 

APIs and HSMs.

In Hyperledger Fabric v1.0, the BCCSP implements the following lifecycle for cryptographic keys:  

New keys are generated through the GenKeyOpts interface. An authorized security administrator specifies the 1.
algorithm to use for generating the keys, in accordance with the lifecycle chaincode policy (Ed. note: Correct 
policy cited?), and options such as the duration of the keys.
Additional new keys can be derived from an existing key, also using the GenKeyOpts interface.2.
The BCCSP implements the specified encryption API, by network component, for signing messages and verifying 3.
signatures.

## 11. Consensus/Ordering Service
(Ed. note: Consensus doc section scheduled for next draft/Sprint 9.)

(Ed. note: SOLO, Kafka, and SBFT only in v1.0)

## 12. Modular components
Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 is designed for modular, pluggable components to be plugged in during network origination 
or reconfiguration. Once selected and implemented, modular components can only be changed or swapped out if all 
network participants agree; the mechanism to enforce this policy is ... (Ed. note: TBA). The following components are 
pluggable/modular in Hyperledger Fabric v1.0:

Consensus protocols:
Upon network origination, administrators select one of the following consensus protocols for the network. (Ed. note: 
True? only one per network / cannot be differentiated by channel?):

SOLO:1.
Kafka:2.
SBFT3.

(Ed. Note: continue for next draft - which components are pluggable besides consensus. Membership API, etc.)



## 13. Quick compare: Hyperledger v1.0 vs. alternatives

Table 1 compares Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 to alternative blockchain technologies:

               Table 1. Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 vs. alternatives

                                                   Hyperledger Fabric v1.0   Bitcoin      Ethereum 
:---------------------------------------------::---------------------------::-------------::--------------:
              Cryptocurrency-based                   No                     Yes           Yes   
                            Permissioned                  Yes                    No              No    
            Private/confidential data                  Yes                   No              Yes   
                              Anonymous                   No                     Yes             No    
                                  Auditable                  Yes                    No              Yes   
                     Immutable ledger                   Yes                    No              Yes   
Modular/pluggable components                 Yes                     No              No    
                        Smart contracts                   Yes                   No              Yes   
                 Consensus protocol     SOLO, Kafka, SBFT       PoW           PoW   

## 14. Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 examples and use cases

Examples: (Ed. note: TBA for next draft in detail)
Endorsement policy not met / signed endorsements fail the policy requirements.1.
Proposal endorsed, but then fails consensus protocol.2.
Inconsistent/Byzantine data is committed to the channel/chain peers (how/why?) but is then filtered out of the 3.
channel/chain by gossip.
Bad or malicious chaincode smart contract is deployed to network; how is it filtered out.4.
Add full cycle example: exchanging ownership of an antique car is a good example, because it entails 5.
exchanging a digitized physical asset (the car) and the digital asset (title/proof of ownership) for the vehicle, in 
addition to supply chain and provenance / authenticity of multiple parts, through various stages of refurbishing 
and multiple owners, with perhaps multiple financing/loans and payment contingencies.)

## 15. Hyperledger Fabric v1.0 trial environments
Bluemix and Docker / Marbles
Connect-a-thon results
Test-net for v1.0: coming soon
IBM environments:
https://hub.docker.com/u/ibmblockchain/
https://console.ng.bluemix.net/catalog/services/blockchain/

## (General Ed. notes for next draft:)
- Keywords to ensure get addressed: availability/failover, encryption, event management, smart contracts, 
counterparty, ...)
- Blockchain query DB design - check status of design doc etc.


